Fidelis Investor Presentation
Ready for the future
We’re set up to be nimble. We operate across multiple platforms drawing from a broad pool of
underwriting experience to provide creative solutions to our business partners. So we guarantee
innovative insurance and reinsurance solutions, rapid decision-making and the ability to respond fast
to an ever-changing world.

Fidelis – Our Philosophy and Vision

“Fidelis aims to be different and to make a difference. We enable our clients to take unique and material risks with
confidence by delivering tailored, high value insurance solutions.

We are a motivated and dedicated team with market-leading sector specific expertise supported by state-of-the-art
underwriting technology.
Everything we do is underpinned by a strong ethical belief and a desire to add value not only to our customers and
investors but also to our broader stakeholders. We actively avoid trading with industries that cause harm to people,
the environment and animals. We provide development opportunities to our employees, taking action to advance
diversity and inclusion, being environmentally responsible, and volunteering for and supporting charitable
activities in our communities and worldwide.”
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2020 – An Outstanding and Transformational Year
2020 has been an outstanding and transformational year for Fidelis, characterised by significant capital and AUM growth, a significant increase in team size and product offering and
continued underwriting excellence at a time of significant disruption and dislocation for competitors

2020 Overview

2020 Achievements
• $857m equity raised since Q4 19, fully
deployed

$1,576m

42%

Gross Premiums
Written

GPW CAGR since
2017(1)

• $330m senior debt raised in Q2 20
• $125m junior subordinated debt raised
in Q4 20

78.6%

Net Premiums
Earned

Combined Ratio(3)

• Upgrade from AM Best to ‘A’ rating in June,
amid COVID-19 uncertainty

$182m

12.4%

• 20% whole account quota share with
Berkshire Hathaway

Equity(4)

143

14.0%

Employees(6)

Steady State RoE(4)(5)

Whole Account QS

Preference Shares and Debt

$729m

Total Comprehensive Return on
Income(2)

2.6x Capital Growth since 2018 ($bn)

Common Equity
0.6
0.5

1.4
1.2

0.2

0.2
• Sponsored two Cat Bond issuances –
aggregate of $400m multi-year cover
to Fidelis

• GPW increased from $811m to $1,576m

3.1

1.0

2018

2.0
1.2

2019

(1) CAGR = Compound annual growth rate; (2) Excluding the premium paid on preferred share repurchases and warrant expense; (3) Calculated as the total loss, acquisition and admin expenses incurred, excluding stock compensation, over total net earned premiums earned; (4) ROE is calculated as the change in
diluted book value per share over the opening diluted book value per share adjusted for common dividends and excludes the impact on equity and dilution of all extraordinary capital transactions, including capital raises, the premium paid associated with preference share repurchases and payments to minority
shareholders. The ROE calculation excludes the premium on preferred share repurchases of $25.3 million and the additional dilution of stock awards due to the capital transactions. (5) See Important Notice for definition of steady state. (6) Number of employees as at 31/12/20
Source: Company information

2020
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2020 – An Outstanding and Transformational Year
Fidelis has continued to significantly outperform peers across key growth and profitability metrics

GPW growth vs Peers (%)(1)

Combined Ratio vs Peers (%)(1)(2)
94%

105%
96%

96%
84%
79%

74%

27%
17%

17%
13%

2018

2019
Fidelis

Peer Average

11%

2020

2018

2019
Fidelis

2020

Peer Average

(1) Peer group includes Axis, Argo, Arch, Beazley, Everest, Hiscox, Lancashire, Markel and Renaissance Re. Peer combined ratios were calculated as the average of the reported combined ratios of each company; (2) Fidelis calculated as the total loss, acquisition and admin expenses incurred, excluding stock compensation
and certain corporate one off costs, over total net earned premiums earned. Adjusted for Typhoon Jebi derivative recognised within the investment return
Source: Publicly available Peer filings & Company information
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The Fidelis Difference
Fidelis has developed a thoughtful and profitable business model through a combination of underwriting excellence, flexible capital allocation and efficiency,
driven by an outstanding management team and is well positioned to take advantage of favourable conditions across its core markets

1

5

Outstanding underwriting
with differentiated access
to capital

Optimising returns from
underwriting and investments
across the cycle

2

6

Diversified and profitable
underwriting across all
areas of the business

The most efficient
operating platform

3

7

Harnessing third party
capital through Socium
and delivering fee income

The highest performing
team continuing to
deliver results

4

8

Highly analytical approach
driven by proprietary
technology platform

Well positioned to take
advantage of considerable
market opportunity
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1. Outstanding Access to Capital and Underwriting
Fidelis has taken maximum advantage of current market conditions, raising more capital than any other peer during 2020

Fidelis leading the way in terms of capital raised ($m)

2,200

1,500

1,125

1,100
1,000
800

800

750
550

500

465

400

355

320

300

Inigo

Fidelis capital raised includes common equity, debt, sidecar capital and whole account quota share
Source: Company information, industry press
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1. Outstanding Access to Capital and Underwriting (Cont’d)
Against a backdrop of unprecedented market uncertainty, Fidelis has continued to focus on disciplined and innovative underwriting, supporting outstanding underwriting performance vs.
peers and significantly less reliance on investment income as a driver of overall profitability vs. peers

Loss Ratio vs Peers (%)(1)

Differentiated and Disciplined Underwriting
Disciplined Underwriting
Approach

Superior Solutions for
Clients

• Real time peer review and
management of portfolios
• Active management of risk
resulting in unique
portfolios

• Daily underwriting call
attended by CEO and
senior executive team

Innovative in Bringing
New Products to Market
• In-house expertise to innovate
client-led solutions

69%

• Ability to move quickly to
deliver bespoke products
without cumbersome Lloyd's
restrictions
Underwriting
& Marketing
Conference
Call

Risk &
Return
Committee

Underwriting
Strategy
Group

• Long-term relationships with
quality clients and brokers
working together to innovate

Underwriting Profit as %
of Pre-tax Income (%)(1)(2)
Fidelis generates a significantly higher
proportion of its profits from underwriting
alone than its peers

95%

45%

Allocating Risk &
Capital between own &
Third Party balance
sheets for optimised
risk/return

• Rate maker rather than rate
taker

• Real time portfolio analysis

• Finding growth through first
mover advantage

• Active management of risk
increases capital efficiency

4%
2020

2020
Fidelis

Peer Average

Fidelis

Peer Average

(1) Peer group includes Axis, Argo, Arch, Beazley, Everest, Hiscox, Lancashire, Markel and Renaissance Re. Peer loss ratios were calculated as the average of the reported loss ratios of each company; (2) Calculated as NEP * (1-Combined Ratio) divided by Pre-tax Income. Where combined ratio is greater than 100%, ratio is 0%. Where
combined ratio is less than 100% but pre-tax income is negative, ratio is 100%
Source: Publicly available Peer filings & Company information
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1. Outstanding Access to Capital and Underwriting (Cont’d)
Fidelis’s fundamentally different underwriting process has allowed premium growth to consistently outpace maximum risk exposure, sustaining rapid growth in profit achieved

The Fidelis underwriting process is fundamentally different
Peers
Risk selection 1 underwriter

Informed risk taking leads to better outcomes

Fidelis
~100 underwriters, actuaries,
risk, compliance, claims,
wordings

400%

300%

Broker
relations

Monoline

Group-wide

Portfolio
impact

Monoline (maybe); In arrears

Group-wide; Real time

350%

Premium growth of 270% since 2016 with an
associated increase in PML(1) of just 140% over the
same period, supporting 360% growth in profit
achieved through portfolio optimization through
our state-of-the-art FireAnt system

Profit

Premium

250%
200%

Portfolio clash In arrears

Real time
150%

Cross-selling

Monoline

PML

Group-wide; Real time
100%

Peer review

In arrears

Real time

Trading
experience

5-30 years

Hundreds of years

(1) Probable maximum loss
Source: Company information

50%
0%
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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2. Diversified and Profitable Underwriting
Fidelis writes 57 classes of business across three pillars feeding a separate fee income stream

Diversified Business Model

Tech provides the foundation for
underwriters to use their unique skills to achieve:

Lower volatility | Higher fee income
Underwriting Profitability | Capital Optimisation

Bespoke

Reinsurance

Specialty

Transactional Liabilities

Natural Catastrophe Reinsurance

Aviation

Warranties

Property Retrocession

Energy

Credit & Political Risk

Composite / Multiclass

Marine

Terrorism & Political Violence

Property and D&F
Fine Art & Specie
Contingency

Socium supports the three pillars, which contribute to Socium’s fee income and
Assets Under Management
Source: Company information
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2. Diversified and Profitable Underwriting (Cont’d)
Each of Fidelis’s segments performed strongly during 2020, leveraging market leading relationships, intellectual capital and analytics to support growing distribution strength with brokers
via a multi-line presence and sustained profitability

Performance by Segment(1)

Bespoke

Reinsurance

Gross Premiums Written ($m)
319

340

Specialty

Gross Premiums Written ($m)

Gross Premiums Written ($m)
659

339

210
265

2018

2019

2020

Underwriting Profit ($m)

2017

2019

2020

Underwriting Profit ($m)
73

56

2017

2018

2019

44%

2020

Share of Underwriting Profit
70

40

20%

19

24

2019

2020

2017

2018

2019

2020

2017

2018

27%

16 (3)

Bespoke
2018

Reinsurance

Socium

(2)

23

2017

28%

Specialty

79

50

Reinsurance
28%

99

44

Underwriting Profit ($m)

75

36

Bespoke

373

328

2018

Share of NPW
578

71
2017

2020 Split

2019

2020

26%
27%

Specialty

(1) Profit margin is calculated as net earned premium less net losses and acquisition costs divided by net earned premium; (2) Adjusted for Typhoon Jebi derivative recognised within the investment return; (3) Normalised for Boeing loss
Source: Company information
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2. Diversified and Profitable Underwriting (Cont’d)
Fidelis has continued to pursue a strategy of targeted diversification, expanding its portfolio to include 57 individual lines in 2020, reducing exposure to climate change related volatility
and helping the business to enter 2021 with lower key risk levels vs. prior years despite significant growth

Diversification and Risk Sharing
Are Reducing Volatility
•

Fidelis now writes 57 different lines of business
organised into 13 different class groups

•

Breadth of (re)insurance offering expected
to continue to increase as market dislocation
creates opportunity to enter

Natural Catastrophe Risk Levels
12
57

51

10

46
43

Underwriting income increasingly weighted
towards entirely uncorrelated exposures with
Bespoke and Specialty accounting for 53% of
overall 2020 underwriting profits

•

Further optimisation of Fidelis’s reinsurance buying
strategy by centralising through Socium across
multiple strategies has further reduced volatility

•

Quota share, catastrophe bond, occurrence
excess of loss, aggregate excess of loss and
facultative reinsurance strategies are now all
centrally coordinated by Socium

1 in 250
Loss/Forecasted Profit

8

AEP/Profit ($m)(1)

•

Fidelis Lines of Business Count

6

1 in 100
Loss/Forecasted Profit
4

2

0
2017

2018

2019

2020

2017

2018
250 AEP/profit

(1) Aggregate Exceedance Probability. . A 1 in 100 year AEP is the total natural catastrophe loss for a single calendar year that Fidelis estimates it will exceed if it were to run the same portfolio for 100 years. A 1 in 250 year AEP is the total natural
catastrophe loss for a single calendar year that Fidelis estimates it will exceed if it were to run the same portfolio for 250 years.
This slide contains forward-looking information. See “Important Notice” at the end of this presentation.
Source: Company information

2019
(1)

2020
100 AEP/profit

2021
2021F
(1)
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3. Third Party Capital and Fee Income
Socium plays a pivotal role in Fidelis’s ability to manage the insurance cycle and provides capital management solutions to Fidelis through its quota shares and sidecars

Growth in Socium Assets Under Management(1)

In-house tech drives high-quality fee income

4.1

• Fee income is sticky due to competitive underwriting advantage created by
balance of technology and best in class underwriters, including use of Inhouse FireAnt technology to produce tailored Quota shares / Sidecars

3.5
1.3
1.0

2.6
0.8

1.1

1.5

1.4

1.3

2020

2021F

0.8
0.9
0.1
0.8

1.0

2018

2019
Reinsurance

Specialty

(1) AUM includes a proxy for quota share capacity across several lines of business
This slide contains forward-looking information. See “Important Notice” at the end of this presentation.
Source: Company Information

Bespoke

• Despite capacity reducing in the market as a whole in 2020 and 2021,
Fidelis’s property quota share capacity continued to increase.
• In Q3 2020 Berkshire Hathaway engaged with Fidelis with an offer to
become the first whole account quota share supporter of the portfolio with a
20% share
• Pinewalk, our MGA fee platform, has four existing cells, all of which are
seeing growth due to rate, new opportunities and reputation

• Fidelis is actively looking to expand the Pinewalk platform further through
new cells in 2021
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4. High-quality Proprietary Technology Platform
State-of-the-Art underwriting, aggregation and risk management platforms provide Fidelis with a strong competitive advantage in data manipulation and real-time processing

Prequel

Jarvis

All submissions logged
in a single customdeveloped underwriting
system

Integrated group-wide
data store with data
definition & data quality
checks

Significant Tech Advantage over Peers

Fidelis’s systems provide granular data on the impact of
each new potential risk on the overall portfolio, allowing
real time optimisation

Full control of data and no
legacy systems

No “black box” third party
assumptions given proprietary
operational and analytics
technology

Tyche

FireAnt

Model platform for
capital analysis,
industry leading
performance

Innovative insurance
pricing, analytics, and
portfolio optimisation
tool

(1) Rate on line (ratio of premium paid to loss recoverable); (2) Renewal price index; (3) Ultimate loss ratio; (4) Probable maximum loss
Source: Company Information

Real Time Underwriting Insights

Fit for purpose tools developed
by in-house data scientists

Example Risk Data Presented to UMCC

Program XXXXXX - 2021

Best-in-class Systems and Technology

Terms
Currency
ROL(1)
RPI(2)
ULR(3)
$ Cap Usage
Profit to PML(4)
Premium ($)
Brokerage ($)
Exposure ($)
Written Line

25m x 10
USD
5.00%
150.00%
45.00%
111,563
14.00%
325,000
10%
2,500,000
10.00%
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4. High-quality Proprietary Technology Platform (Cont’d)
Fidelis’s proprietary pricing, analytics and portfolio optimisation tool FireAnt gives a unique competitive advantage both in terms of ability to optimise returns and manage volatility and
capacity to respond rapidly to take lead lines in the most profitable risks

Underwriting Enhanced by Proprietary Technology FIREANT

Total Aggregate Analysis

FIHL - 1 in 100 All Perils Net PML
700
2000

500
1500

400
300

1000

Capital

Net PML USDm

600

200
500
100

Live PML
Capital

0

29/09/2020

30/06/2020

31/03/2020

31/12/2019

01/10/2019

0

• FireAnt was used to develop and maintain a granular risk level plan for deployment
optimising capital usage as it was raised through 2020 as shown above

• Real time data on capital deployed/remaining and capital consumption vs profit
• Described as “best implementation of AIR’s risk modelling platform” by AIR’s President

Source: Company information

• Live aggregation reports across property lines specify portfolio impacts
• Underwriters can drill into hotspots to monitor aggregations

• Also identifies cold spots where additional capital can be deployed to maximise
diversification
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5. Optimising Returns Across the Cycle
Fidelis’s three pillar approach and Socium fee income stream leaves the business well positioned in both hard and soft markets. Underwriting outperformance and tailored risk
sharing capability using FireAnt technology supports cross-cycle Partnership relationships.

Expertly Managing the Cycle
Hard Market

Soft Market

Less capacity available in the Market

More capacity available in the Market

Strategy:

Strategy:

Decrease relative cession rate,
retain underwriting margin

Insurance
Cycle

Preferred Focus Area(s)
Specialty

Source: Company information

Reinsurance

Increase relative cession rate,
higher fee income, maintain significant
risk on own balance sheet
Preferred Focus Area(s)

Bespoke Insulated from insurance capacity
/ pricing cycle due to high barriers to entry
and products used for capital relief and deal
facilitation

Socium
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5. Optimising Returns Across the Cycle
Fidelis’s 2020 results were supported by a low volatility investment portfolio and conservative investment positioning. In 2021 Fidelis expects to return to its strategic asset allocation
targets.

Asset Allocation(1)

Fixed Income Portfolio Quality(1)

3% 4%
7%

✓ Target a low to mid-single digit annual

16%

return, with low volatility, in-line with
approved risk appetite

41%

42%

29%

liquid fixed income assets
issuers

✓ Seek to outperform the selected
benchmark(s) over a full investment cycle

17%

✓ Enhance return with a small allocation to

9%
Govt

✓ Focus on high quality, short-duration and
✓ Diversify across asset types, sectors and

33%

Cash

Investment Objectives

Corp

ABS

EM (IG)

Risk

AAA

AA

A

BBB

$3.0bn

$1.6bn(2) 2.1 yrs

AA-

Total Cash and Investments

Fixed Income
Portfolio

Avg. Credit
Quality

58%
Cash and Government

Securities(2)

Duration

1.5%

0.5%

~84%

Book Yield

Yield to
Maturity

Rated Aor Better

risk assets but remain low risk in
comparison to peers

Peer Volatility Comparison NTA Sensitivity to Repeat of COVID(2)

Fidelis
Fidelis Composite
Composite Low
Low

Medium
Medium

High
High

(4%)
(20%)

(14%)

(20%)
(31%)

(1) As at 31 December 2020; (2) Fidelis held higher than target cash balances as at December 2020. We expect to return to target cash levels in 2021 and a core fixed income portfolio of ~80% of total cash and investments (~$2.4bn). The duration, average credit quality, rating profile and asset type allocations of the portfolio are
not expected to materially change; (2) NTA = Net tangible assets. Illustrative analysis assumes a repeat of the COVID-19 market impact. Fidelis portfolio based on 41% cash, 55% fixed income and 4% risk assets allocation. Other scenarios assume portfolio allocations as follows: Composite 9%/81%/10%, Low 15%/77%/8%,
Medium 10%/75%/15% and High 5%/60%/35%. Fidelis fixed income duration assumed to be 2.00 years, with 2.20 years assumed for other scenarios. Fidelis ratio of invested assets to net tangible assets assumed to be 1.5x, with 3.0x assumed for other scenarios
Source: Company information
Source: Company information
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6. Written by the Most Efficient Platform
Fidelis continues to benefit from its lean operating approach compared to peers burdened with a more traditional model

2020 Peer Admin Expense Ratio (%)(1)(2)(3)

2020 Gross Premiums Written Per Head ($m)(2)

26.6%

11

20.8%
Through economies of scale
and earn through of additional
premium, Fidelis expects its
admin expense ratio to fall
over the next three years
9.5%

13.7%

14.0%

14.7%

4

8.7%

3
2

2

2

2
1

Fidelis
Steady
State*

Fidelis*

Beazley

Axis

Markel

Arch

Hiscox

Lancashire

Fidelis

Axis

Lancashire

Beazley

Arch

Argo

Markel

*excludes stock compensation
(1) Calculated as admin expenses divided by net earned premiums. Peer admin expenses include certain expenses that peers exclude from their reported combined ratio (including corporate expenses). (2) Ren Re and Everest excluded given pure reinsurance focus; (3) See Important Notice for definition of steady state
Source: Publicly available Peer filings and Company information

Hiscox
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7. The Best Team in the Market
The Fidelis Executive management team brings together 200+ years of cumulative experience in broking, underwriting, corporate and actuarial roles, as well as long-term client and broker
relationships

“Mr Brindle is acknowledged to be one of the most
successful underwriters in the worldwide insurance market and
has a track record of outperformance over the past 30 years”
AM Best, August 2018

Richard Brindle

Daniel Burrows

Chairman, Group CEO & Group CUO (35+ years)

Group Managing Director & Socium Chairman (30+
years)

Lead Lloyd’s Underwriter over two decades and
founded Lancashire Insurance (2005) and Fidelis
Insurance (2015).

Co-CEO Global Reinsurance Specialty — Aon
Benfield.

Richard Coulson

Charles Mathias

Jonny Creagh-Coen

CEO of Insurance & CUO UK (20+ years)

CRO, Group Executive Director (35+ years)

Head of Strategic Relationships (35+ years)

Bespoke & Specialty Broking, Underwriting — Hiscox,
JLT, MMC Capital, Marsh.

Specialty Broking, MGA, Specialty Underwriting —
Lancashire.

Specialty Broking, Equity, Corporate & IR —
Lancashire, Execution.

Philip Vandoninck

Patricia Roufca

Robert Kelly

CEO of Socium & FIBL CEO (15+ years)

Group General Counsel and Director of Strategic
Execution & FUL CEO (20+ years)

Ireland CEO & CFO (18+ years)

R/I Underwriting, Third Party Capital — Hiscox.

CFO of PartnerRe’s insurance entity.

Group Head of Legal — Aspen.

Source: Company information

Hinal Patel

Denise Brown-Branch

Richard Holden

Group CFO (20+ years)

Director of Operations

CEO of Reinsurance & CUO Bermuda (20+ years)

Chief Actuary — XLC Bermuda.

Consulting — QE Consulting.

R/I Underwriting — Amlin.
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7. The Best Team in the Market (Cont’d)
The Fidelis team has an unrivalled historical track-record of over-performance over the long term

Track Record in Lloyd’s

Track Record at Lancashire

Return on Capacity (Profit Before Personnel Expenses as % of Capacity)

Lancashire Total Return Under Brindle Leadership(1) vs. Peer Group(2)

Outperformance of Lloyd’s in every year in this period.

Lancashire outperformed its peer group by 355% on a total return basis from 2005 – 2013.

(1) Richard Brindle served as Lancashire’s CEO from its formation in 2005 until April 2014; Lancashire’s IPO was completed on16 December 2005; (2) Peer Group for Lancashire comparison includes Ace, XL, Arch, Everest, PartnerRe, Axis, Allied World, Renaissance Re, Validus and
Montpelier, Greenlight Re and Third Point Re, Hiscox, Amlin, Catlin, Beazley, and Novae. Market performance from December 2005 until December 2013.
Source: Company information
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8. Uniquely Positioned to Take Advantage of the Market
Fidelis is uniquely positioned to take advantage of favourable market conditions

Supportive Market Conditions…
Rates
Movements

• Significant positive rate momentum at 1/1/21
(+10-30% in selected segments), with further
improvement expected for 1/4 and 1/6.

…With Fidelis Well Positioned
Strong balance sheet to support growth

• Peer casualty reserving challenges will be a key driver
of rate rises, with ongoing remedial actions being
taken by carriers

Best-in-class underwriting expertise with unrivalled management
track record

Equity and Bond
Market Volatility

• Challenging market return environment favours
businesses focused on underwriting result as
a primary performance driver

Negligible casualty exposure

Major Capacity
Removed

• Large global carriers have exited/cut capacity in
certain lines
(e.g. AIG, Swiss Re, Chubb, Lloyd’s)

Casualty Market

Increased
Demand

• Demand for more cover from cedants as
exposures grow

ILS
Headwinds

• Significant loss frequency has driven ILS capital out of
low attaching aggregate type products
• Loss creep is trapping capital

COVID and
Climate Change

• COVID is an ongoing event with significant uncertainty
• Increasing Nat Cat frequency and severity of losses

This slide contains forward-looking information. See “Important Notice” at the end of this presentation.
Source: Company information

Not reliant on investment income to drive results and
outperformance

State-of-the-art platform

Complementary business model
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Important Notice

This Presentation was prepared solely by the management of Fidelis Insurance Holdings Limited (the “Company”) or its affiliates and is being furnished
solely for informational purposes. The Company’s investors were not involved in the preparation of this Presentation and are not responsible for its content.
This Presentation is solely for Fidelis’s use on its own website and not for further dissemination or distribution and should not be reproduced or copied (in
whole or in part).
This Presentation and all data, information and all other contents or materials contained herein (collectively, the “Presentation”) are intended for general
informational purposes only. This Presentation is not intended, nor shall it be considered, construed or deemed, to constitute, nor does it constitute, an
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or any other financial product or asset of, or related to, the Company, any of its affiliates, any
other company, or any insurance-linked securities vehicle to any person or in any jurisdiction where it is not permitted.
No securities of the Company have been registered under US securities laws, and unless so registered may not be offered or sold except pursuant to an
exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of US securities laws and applicable state securities laws. This
Presentation is made and directed only at persons (i) who are outside the United Kingdom, (ii) having professional experience in matters relating to
investments who fall within the definition of “investment professionals” in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotions) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or (iii) high net worth entities, and other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated, falling within Article
49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). This Presentation must not be acted or relied on by
persons who are not Relevant Persons.
No representation or warranty of any kind (whether express or implied) is given by the Company or any of its affiliates or any of their respective directors,
officers, employees, advisors, agents or representatives (and any warranty expressed or implied by law is hereby excluded to the fullest extent possible) as
to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this Presentation or any other document or information supplied at any time by or on behalf of the
Company or any opinions or projections expressed therein (including, without limitation, in respect of the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or
sufficiency of this Presentation), nor is any such party under any obligation to update this Presentation or correct any inaccuracies or omissions in it which
may exist or become apparent. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company and its affiliates and their respective directors, officers, employees,
advisors, agents and representatives (collectively, the “Representatives”) disclaim any and all liability relating to this Presentation and none of the Company
nor any of its Representatives shall have any liability to any party for any claim, loss, damage or liability in any way arising from or relating to the use or
review of this Presentation (including, without limitation, any actions or inactions, reliance or decisions based upon this Presentation), any errors in, or
omissions from, this Presentation (including, without limitation, the correctness, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, sufficiency, quality, pricing, reliability,
performance, adequacy, or reasonableness of the information contained in this Presentation), or otherwise in connection with this Presentation. To the
maximum extent permitted by law, none of the Company nor any of its Representatives will be liable, in any event, for any special, indirect, consequential,
or punitive loss or damage of any kind arising from, relating to or in connection with this Presentation. The Company does not provide, and this
Presentation does not constitute, any form of legal, accounting, taxation, regulatory, or actuarial advice.
This Presentation includes or makes use of intellectual property or other information owned by the Company or its affiliates, and the Company and its
affiliates reserve and retain all of their respective rights in such property and information and grant no rights or license (express or implied) pursuant to this
Presentation or any portion hereof.
This Presentation is provided as of the date on the cover page, does not purport to be all-inclusive or necessarily contain all information that may be of
interest to the recipient, and is subject to change, amendment, update, completion and review without notice. In particular, please note that any financial
projections or illustrative return information are, at this stage, preliminary estimates only and have not been verified, audited or subjected to an
independent accounting or auditing review. In particular, returns may vary depending on, amongst other factors, market conditions and the size and
nature of the portfolio of business actually written as contracts incept, which at this stage is uncertain, as well as other important assumptions. The
Company expressly disclaims any obligations to update the information in this Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

This Presentation contains “forward-looking statements”, which include all statements that do not relate solely to historical or current facts. These
statements are subject to certain assumptions which reflect the Company’s current views with respect to ongoing and future events and market
conditions. These assumptions include significant expected growth across the Company’s portfolio, continued hardening rates in various classes of
business, and the availability of outwards reinsurance as required. This Presentation does not contemplate the impact of COVID-19 on the Company, the
insurance industry as a whole or the global economy. The Company’s business is subject to numerous risks, uncertainties, and other factors, many of
which are outside of the control of the Company. In particular, although the Company’s management’s expectations are based on its own experience and
expertise as well as evidence given by prominent (re)insurance industry commentators as to the ongoing trend of rate hardening and factors likely to drive
continued rate hardening, there can be no certainty that the market will indeed continue to harden as forecast, and lead to increased gross written
premiums for the Company, or that such written business would be profitable. Accordingly, the Company’s actual results in the future could differ
materially from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements. Furthermore, the Company’s past performance and/or that of its management team
should not be construed as a guarantee of future performance.
This Presentation includes reference to the Company’s “steady state”. “Steady state” means when the ratio of net earned premium to net written premium
equals approximately 90%, which management currently expects will be achieved in 2023. There can be no assurance that the “steady state” as
described herein will be achieved in 2023.
The statements and estimates contained herein in relation to the Company’s “adjusted book value” and “additional value” are based on a number of key
assumptions. In particular, the earn-out of unearned premium reserve is based on the projected earning patterns of the Company’s Bespoke business
written as at December 31, 2020 and is on a net of reinsurance basis; future estimated Bespoke profit is based on the future earned premium less
expected claims and acquisition costs, and is net of reinsurance, expenses and tax; estimated future claims are based on the initial expected ultimate loss
ratios applied to the net earned premium for each underwriting year; acquisition expenses are already paid but the release of the deferred acquisition
expenses asset reduces future Bespoke profit; expenses are calculated based on an estimate of management expenses required to run off the in-force
policies in a manner consistent with the Bermuda Monetary Authority regulatory model; future profits are not discounted to be consistent with how the
claims liabilities are presented under US GAAP; the impact of future lapses is not included; and the estimated future Bespoke profit is on an after-tax basis
and is based on the average effective tax rate over the forecast period for the Group. There can be no assurance that the expected losses and expenses
for the Company’s Bespoke business will ultimately result in line with current expectations.
The Company’s reserves and management’s best estimate reflected in historical loss ratios and other financial information is based on the management’s
then current state of knowledge and explicit and implicit assumptions relating to the incurred pattern of claims, the expected ultimate settlement amount,
inflation and dependencies between lines of business. The Company’s reserves are prepared on the basis of US GAAP accounting and for the Company’s
own purposes and for no other purpose. Such financial information is subject to important assumptions which are likely to be the subject of future change,
amendment, update, completion and review, as necessary. The Company’s estimate of natural catastrophe losses involves the exercise of considerable
judgement and is based, amongst other factors, on a review of individual treaties and policies to be impacted, information available as at the relevant date
from clients and brokers, initial loss reports, modelled loss projections and exposure analysis. The Company’s actual losses from any loss events may differ
materially from estimates provided and reserves currently held.
Financials presented in this Presentation include rounding adjustments where appropriate. Accordingly, totals in some exhibits may not be an arithmetic
aggregation of the figures that preceded them and percentage calculations using these adjusted figures may not result in precisely the same percentage
values as are shown elsewhere in this Presentation.
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